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The young heroes, Hunahpu and
Xbalanque, are key characters in the
mythical sagas of the sixteenth-century
K’iche’, as recorded in the Popol Vuh. They
defeated the nasty creatures that prevailed
in a previous creation, triumphed over the
deathly lords who had killed their father,
and rose to the sky as the sun and the
moon. Their significance goes beyond the
study of early colonial K’iche’ religion.
Students have repeatedly pointed out their
links with other Mesoamerican heroes in
colonial and modern myths (Braakhuis
1990; Foster 1945:194-196; Girard 1966:226;
Graulich 1987; Ichon 1973:86-91) and
debated their correspondences with the
gods that were depicted in Lowland Maya
art or mentioned in the hieroglyphic inscriptions (Bassie-Sweet 2008; Chinchilla
Mazariegos 2011, 2017; Coe 1973, 1978,
1989; Freidel et al. 1993; Kowalski 1989;
Lounsbury 1985; Stone and Zender 2011;
Taube 1985). The arguments have often
incorporated explanations of the heroes’
names, as evidence in favor or against
various interpretations, even though the
linguistic analysis and translation of their
names has proved challenging (see discussions by Christenson 2003:94-95 and
Tedlock 1996:239-40).
Students generally agree on the meaning of Hunahpu’s name, following the
opinion of Francisco Ximénez, who translated it in the early eighteenth century as
un cazador con cerbatana, “One Blowgun
Hunter” (1977:11).1 While plausible, this
translation is not unproblematic and is
worth further examination. In this article I
discuss the traditional view derived from
Ximénez’s translation and the ways in

which modern scholars have interpreted
the name. I trace the relationship between
Hunahpu and the ancient Maya God S,2
and highlight the significance of the black
spots that blemish God S’s body in ancient
Maya art, which I interpret as pustules.
I summarize the significance of pus and
pustules in Mesoamerican solar myths
and offer a reading for a name tag of God
S as “One Pus.” Finally, I suggest that the
name of Hunahpu may have a similar
origin, and comment on related glosses in
the K’iche’an languages.

Ximénez’s Translation

Ximénez analyzed the name of Hunahpu
as consisting of the numeral one (spelled
hun in his manuscript, and jun in modern
K’iche’ orthography) combined with ahpu,
which would correspond to “blowgun
hunter.” There is no way to tell whether
he came to that interpretation by himself
or whether he consulted with native
K’iche’ speakers. Ximénez’s translation
agrees with the doings of Hunahpu and
Xbalanque, who are described in the Popol
Vuh as blowgun hunters. However, Allen
J. Christenson pointed out a significant
1
I employ the colonial orthography of the
name Hunahpu, as spelled in Francisco Ximénez’s
manuscript of the Popol Vuh. I also keep the original
spelling of other terms from colonial dictionaries,
while providing modernized transcriptions.
2
Following Taube (1992:115-119), I use the name
“God S” to designate the ancient Maya spotted
god, identified by Coe (1973, 1989). While the name
“Hunahpu” has sometimes been applied to the
ancient Maya spotted god, I use it strictly to refer to
the hero of the Popol Vuh, also mentioned in other
early colonial texts from highland Guatemala.
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inconsistency:
Hunahpu has generally been translated in the past as “One
Master of the Blowgun” or “One Blowgun Hunter” on the assumption that pu is a shortened version of [p]ub’ (blowgun).
This may well be the original etymology of the name. In this
section of the [Popol Vuh] text, Hunahpu is described as a
great blowgun hunter. On the other hand, the authors of the
Popol Vuh text consistently wrote the word for blowgun as
ub’ or wub’, not pu. It is therefore unlikely that the Quiché
authors of the text had “blowgun” in mind when they wrote
the name of this deity (Christenson 2003:94).

Neither ahpu nor hunahpu are attested in colonial
K’iche’ or Kaqchikel dictionaries with meanings related
to blowgun hunting. Colonial dictionaries explained
Hunahpu as the name of a day in the indigenous calendar,
“día a la quenta de los yndios,” as glossed in a Kaqchikel
vocabulary preserved in the American Philosophical
Society (Anonymous n.d.a, unnumbered page). Another
Kaqchikel vocabulary explained it as a day name meaning “rose” or “flower” (Vico n.d., f. 87v; Spanish: Huna.
pu. nombre de un dia de los Yndios. Significa rosa. o flor).3 This
explanation was obviously derived from the meaning
of the twentieth day name in Nahua calendars, called
Xochitl, “flower.” Local versions of the Nahua day names
were known in colonial Guatemala, as shown by a 1685
Kaqchikel calendar that listed the twentieth day name
as both Xochitl and Hunahpu, meaning “the flower or
rose” (Rodriguez and Crespo 1957:19; cf. Caso 1967:15;
Thompson 1971:87-88).
In his combined dictionary of K’iche’, Kaqchikel,
and Tz’utujil, Ximénez himself offered an explanation
for Hunahpu that referenced the meaning of the Nahuatl
day name but was surely influenced by his reading of the
Popol Vuh: “Hunahpu: a day of the week: flower or rose;
the name of one who they say was the redeemer: hunahpuvuch: one shooter opossum: name that they gave
to the creator in their heathenism” (Ximénez 1985:291;
Spanish: Hunahpu–un día de la semana=flor o rosa; nombre
de uno que dicen fue el redentor: /hunahpuvuch–un tirador
tacuacín=nombre que daban al creador en su gentilidad).
Hunahpu Vuch appears among the names of creator
deities listed in the first paragraphs of the Popol Vuh.
As Christenson noted, a probable explanation for
Ximenez’s translation is that he derived pu from pub, a
variant for “blowgun” in colonial K’iche’, which coexisted with ub in Domingo de Basseta’s dictionary (2005:472).
The blowgun is also called pub’, puhb’, puub’, or puhb’al
in colonial Kaqchikel and other modern Eastern Mayan
languages, including Tz’utujil, Uspantec, Poqomam,
Poqomchi’, Chuj, and Q’eqchi’ (Coto 1983:43; Kaufman
and Justeson 2003:927). In colonial and modern times,
3
Sachse (2018) questioned the attribution of this vocabulary to
Domingo de Vico and explored its links with other colonial dictionaries of highland Guatemalan languages.
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the meaning extended to firearms such as arquebuses
and rifles. Thus Francisco de Varea noted, “they use it
to say shotgun arquebus: castilan pub” (Varea n.d.:261;
Spanish: úsanlo para dezir escopeta arcabus: castilan pub).
Ximénez did not explain the loss of the final consonant
of pub’ or ub’ in the name of Hunahpu, but he may have
favored this translation because of its apparent consistency with the hero’s role in the Popol Vuh.
A similar reasoning may explain the meaning of
the twentieth day name in mid–twentieth century
Poqomchi’ calendars. In his day list from San Cristóbal
Verapaz, Vicente A. Narciso (1976:82) translated the
twentieth day name (spelled Gukún-Aj-Pujm) as “the
hunter.” Antonio Goubaud Carrera compiled two lists
in Santa Cruz Verapaz. The first contains Axpu, without
a gloss, while the second contains Axpuh, glossed as
“hunter” (Goubaud et al. 1947:147, 151). However, the
colonial and modern Poqom word for “blowgun” is
pub’ or puhb’, not pu or puh (Feldman 2000:48; Kaufman
and Justeson 2003:927). This suggests that the meaning
ascribed to the day name did not derive from linguistic
parsing, but more likely from the day name’s cultural
connotations. While the blowgun is not mentioned in
these calendrical glosses, there is a possibility that the
modern Poqomchi’ related the meaning of the day name
to narratives that mentioned Hunahpu as the name of a
mythical hunter. The colonial Poqom regarded Hunahpu
as an important god, as shown by an entry in Pedro
Morán’s early eighteenth-century vocabulary (possibly
originating from earlier compilations): “pu: preceded by
hunah. Hunahpu was one of the most principal idols that
they adored in their heathenism” (Feldman 2000:331;
Spanish: pu: anteponiéndole hunah. hunahpu era uno de los
ídolos mas principales que adoraban en su gentilidad).
Ximénez’s translation of the name Hunahpu as
“blowgun hunter” is generally accepted despite its
drawbacks. But some authors have explored glosses
based on other Mayan languages, assuming that the
K’iche’ hero’s name was borrowed from them. The
following section reviews translations of the name of
the Popol Vuh hero based on Yucatecan and Ch’olan
languages.

Yucatecan and Ch’olan Glosses

Neither the K’iche’an name of the twentieth day nor the
glosses for “blowgun” or “blowgun hunter” coincide
with those of Yucatecan and Ch’olan languages. Variants
of Ajaw or Ajwal (Aghual in colonial orthography)
designate the twentieth day in the Yucatec calendar,
the Tzotzil and Tzeltal calendars of highland Chiapas,
and the Chuj, Qanjob’al, and Jakaltek calendars of the
Cuchumatanes region of northwestern Guatemala (see
Caso 1967, Table 9). The day name corresponds to the
lexeme ajaw, “lord” and its variants, which are very
widespread. Ajaw (ahau in colonial orthography) is a
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term for “lord” in the K’iche’an languages, but it does
not designate the twentieth day name in the colonial and
modern calendars of the K’iche’, Kaqchikel, Poqomchi’,
Mam, and Ixil, which employ the day name Hunahpu
or its variants.
The terms for “blowgun” are also distinct. They
include Tzeltal and Tzotzil tuk’ (Ara 1986:388; Laughlin
1988:1:321), and Yucatec, Lacandon, and Itzaj tz’on or
tz’oon (Barrera Vásquez 1991:889; Hofling 2014:367).
Morán’s Ch’olti’ vocabulary listed tzon, while modern
Ch’orti’ dictionaries contain huh te’, “blowgun,” and
jujrib’, “shotgun, weapon,” both related to the verb
huhta, “blow the breath, blow on” (Hull 2016:181; Morán
1935:21; Wisdom n.d.). None of these terms relate to
K’iche’an pub’, ub’, or wub’, and they have no bearing on
the translation of the name Hunahpu.
While unrelated to Ximénez’s translation, it is
worth discussing the Yucatec term p’uh (ppuh in colonial
orthography), glossed in the sixteenth-century Motul
Dictionary as “to go hunting or beating game, to chase
and beat [the game]” (Ciudad Real 2001:513; Spanish: ir
a caza o montería, ojearla y levantarla). The dictionary also
contains ah p’uhob, “hunter and beaters who go hunting”
(Ciudad Real 2001:54; Spanish: cazador y monteros que
van a caza). At first glance this seems close to the modern
Poqom day name Axpuh and Ximénez’s gloss for the
name of the Popol Vuh hero as “hunter” or “blowgun
hunter,” although it would still be necessary to explain
the glottal p’ in the Yucatec word. The similarity fades
upon closer examination. The semantic field of Yucatec
p’uh is unrelated to blowgun hunting and, strictly, it
does not refer to hunting. It refers to the act of chasing
or beating the game, and it also conveys meanings such
as “to agitate, to stir up, to unsettle,” in contexts that are
unrelated to hunting (Barrera Vásquez 1991:700). Rather
than beating the game, techniques of blowgun hunting
involve patient stalking of the prey and knowledge of
its behavior (Rival 1996; Yost and Kelley 1983). Indeed,
the Popol Vuh describes how Hunahpu and Xbalanque
waited quietly behind a nance tree until Seven Macaw
came to feed from its fruits, and then shot him (Tedlock
1996:78). Therefore, Yucatec p’uh does not provide a
satisfactory explanation for the name of Hunahpu as a
blowgun hunter.
Yet another alternative has been proposed. Citing
a personal communication from David Stuart, Linda
Schele and Peter Mathews (1998:370) derived the
name Hunahpu from puj, a term for “reed” attested in
Yucatec, Itzaj, Ch’ol, and Tzeltal (Kaufman and Justeson
2003:1153). They interpreted ajpuj as “he of the cattail
reeds” and suggested that the name linked Hunahpu with
mythical places of origin related to Tollan, the legendary city of Mesoamerican myths, whose Nahuatl name
means “place of reeds.” Ruud van Akkeren (2012:123124) elaborated on this explanation, translating the
name Hunahpu as “First of Tollan” and suggesting that

the name was analogous to Ce Acatl, “One Reed,” the
calendrical name of Quetzalcoatl in highland Mexican
myths. The correlations are circuitous, not the least because Acatl, “Reed,” is the thirteenth day of the Nahua
calendar, not the twentieth. In the Popol Vuh, Tollan was
an important location in the migration of the K’iche’
ancestors, but the text does not link it with Hunahpu.

The Blemished God

Maya scholars have long traced links between the Popol
Vuh heroes and various aspects of Classic Maya calendrics and religion. In his review of ancient Maya day
names, J. Eric S. Thompson (1960:88) asserted, “Ahau,
then, was the day of the sun god.” This was a curious
inference, since the sign for the day Ajaw in the Maya
inscriptions does not portray the Sun God. Rather than
analyzing the hieroglyphic variants of the twentieth day,
Thompson came to that conclusion partly from the substitution between the day names Hunahpu and Ajaw in
highland and lowland Maya calendars. He did not mention the hero of the Popol Vuh in this context, but he related the gloss for the Poqomchi’ day name in Goubaud
Carrera’s list (Axpuh, “hunter”) with a Q’eqchi’ myth
that he himself collected in Belize, which described the
solar hero as a blowgun hunter (Thompson 1930:120).
Thompson also linked the Nahua name of the twentieth
day, “Flower,” with the young flower god Xochipilli,
and suggested that the latter was the young Sun God in
highland Mexican religion.4
Thompson’s association of the twentieth day with
the sun and with the mythical blowgun hunter merits
attention. The animated variant of the Ajaw day sign
in ancient Maya writing commonly portrays God S,
a young god who is distinctively marked with black
spots on his face and body, and who frequently wears a
headband. With admirable insight, Michael D. Coe first
identified this character on Classic Maya vessels, where
he frequently appears as a blowgun hunter, shooting at
birds or other animals. The calendrical correspondence
of the day names Ajaw and Hunahpu was one of the
reasons that led Coe to identify the spotted god—later
designated as God S by Karl Taube—as a counterpart of
Figure 1;
1 Coe 1989:167-168; Taube 1992:115Hunahpu (Figure
19). The correspondence of God S with the Popol Vuh
character is tangible in many contexts, such as the
recently discovered Stela 47 from Naranjo, which shows
king Ajnumsaaj Chan K’inich with the attributes of God
S. The associated text states that the king “dressed for
the ball game,” evoking the preferred activity of the
heroes in the Popol Vuh (Martin et al. 2016).
Coe showed sympathy for Thompson’s argument
On Xochipilli’s solar connotations, see Aguilera 2004;
Fernández 1959; Nicholson 1971:418.
4
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that the personified Ajaw day sign was a young solar god
but did not pursue the full implications of that association. While his identification of God S as a Lowland Maya
counterpart of Hunahpu is widely accepted, there has
been little effort to explore the god’s probable solar connotations. In previous work I argued that indeed the ancient
Maya God S shared the qualities of Mesoamerican solar
heroes. Both God S and Hunahpu embodied attributes

Figure 1. God S as a blowgun hunter; detail from Vase K4546
(drawing by Oswaldo Chinchilla).

Figure 2. God S holding a bloodletting implement; detail
of ceramic plate (drawing by Oswaldo Chinchilla after
Joralemon 1974:Fig. 14).
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that are broadly associated with the heroes destined
to become the sun in Mesoamerican myths. The arguments are presented elsewhere (Chinchilla Mazariegos
2011, 2017); the following paragraphs summarize those
that are most relevant for present purposes.
In Mesoamerican myths, the solar and lunar heroes
were monster slayers who defeated powerful foes that
opposed their rise as luminaries. In modern myths
those creatures often take avian forms, although they
may also be serpents or unidentified monsters (for examples, see Bartolomé 1984; Oropeza Escobar 2007). In
the Popol Vuh, the Hero Twins defeated Seven Macaw,
the avian lord who pretended to shine as the sun in
a previous era. Coe and other authors compared the
Popol Vuh episode of Seven Macaw’s defeat with ancient Maya representations of God S—sometimes a pair
of nearly identical spotted gods—aiming a blowgun at
a large and menacing avian creature (Coe 1989). Recent
studies highlight related representations from other
parts of Mesoamerica and suggest that myths involving monster-slaying solar heroes were not exclusive
to the Maya but were widespread across the region in
ancient times (Koontz 2008; Nielsen and Helmke 2015;
Taube 2005; Urcid 2008).
Coe (1989:173) identified bloodletting as an
important activity of God S in ancient Maya art. In
several instances he is portrayed holding bloodletting instruments (Figure 2), and in the Late Preclassic
mural paintings of Las Pinturas Sub-1 at San Bartolo,
he pierces his genitals with a large pointed branch,
shedding abundant blood (Taube et al. 2010). In this
respect God S corresponds well with the personalities
of other Mesoamerican solar heroes, who were usually
stoic and endured hardship and self-sacrifice.
The distinction between the solar and lunar heroes
is a critical problem in colonial and modern accounts
of the origin of the sun and the moon. Narratives
compiled throughout Mesoamerica elaborate on their
contrasting demeanor, physical aspect, and sometimes
gender (the moon was sometimes, but not always
female), which explain why one of the heroes became
the sun, and the other, the moon. While there are many
versions, solar heroes are invariably described as male,
and are generally temperate, disciplined, and restrained
in their comportment. They are often poor, orphaned,
and low in social standing. A recurrent attribute is their
infirmity, and they are especially described as suffering from sores, buboes, or pimples (on Mesoamerican
solar heroes, see Chinchilla Mazariegos 2011:97-149;
Graulich 1987).5
This condition is especially well known in the case
of Nanahuatl ~ Nanahuatzin, the Nahua solar hero.
5
On the attributes of Mesoamerican lunar heroes, see Graulich
(1987:300, 1997:125-126) and Chinchilla Mazariegos (2011:129-133,
2017:164-168).
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The word nanahuatl meant “buboes”
according to Alonso de Molina’s
sixteenth-century Nahuatl dictionary
(Molina 1571:63). There is insufficient
evidence to determine whether the
god Nanahuatl was named after the
ailment or the other way around. Be
that as it may, Molina’s entries show
that the term also designated other
exudates that oozed out like pus,
such as quauhnanahuatl, “tree resin”
(Molina 1571:86v; Spanish: goma de
árboles).6
Bernardino de Sahagún’s informants described how the solar hero
Nanahuatl performed penitence by
poking his sores to let the pus out.
In the early seventeenth century,
Hernando Ruiz de Alarcón described
Nanahuatl as “a sick and pustulous
person” (Ruiz de Alarcón 1984:71;
Sahagún 1953:3-4). It should be
stressed, however, that the belief
was not exclusive to the Nahua. The
solar hero reappears as a sickling in
modern Huichol and Otomí myths,
which describe him as a boy who
was covered in pimples (Galinier
1990:693-99; McIntosh 1949:20; Mondragón et al. 1995:11). Alfredo López
Austin (2013:209) noted that skin
ailments are sometimes attributed
to Jesus Christ, who is commonly
associated with the sun in traditional
Mesoamerican beliefs. He cited a
Mixe-Popoluca narrative from southern Veracruz, which explained that
God was covered with pimples, “like
a mangy dog, with flies that went
bugging him” (Oropeza Escobar
2007:255). López Austin also cited
related beliefs from the Maya area.
In his prayers, Shas Ko’w, an Ixil
daykeeper from Nebaj, identified the
The authors of the Popol Vuh were
cognizant of the name of the Nahua deity
and invoked it in a prayer among a series of
paired names of creator gods. In his translation of this passage, Schultze-Jena (1944:187,
cited by Tedlock 1996:294) pointed out the
correspondence of the name Nanavac with
the Nahua solar hero. Interestingly, the couplet “Youngest Nanavac, Sudden Nanavac”
is immediately followed by “Falcon,
Hunahpu” (Tedlock 1996:150; Christenson
2003:207).
6

a

Figure 3. Portraits of the Maize
God with spotted skin: (a) detail
from Early Classic cylinder tripod
vessel showing the Maize God in
acrobatic pose, carrying rattles in
the legs; (b) detail of Late Classic
cylindrical vase, K9255 (drawings
by Oswaldo Chinchilla).

b

sun as “Our Father who passes above us in the sky, the Holy Day, the Holy
Dawn, he is the one who is perfect, because it is a perfect accomplishment
that each day rises with precision at dawn.” Yet Our Father appeared as a
sick person while he was on earth. He could not walk and was covered with
boils, to the point that people despised him for his stink (Colby and Colby
1981:137, 151). In highland Chiapas, the Tzotzil of San Miguel Larraínzar
believed that Jesus Christ suffered from acne (Holland 1963:283).
The most obtrusive attributes of the ancient Maya God S are the dark
spots that taint his face and body. They are often called “death marks”
because of their presence in death gods, but other gods can also have them.
Notably, they appear in some portraits of the Maize God (Figure 3), perhaps
corresponding to mythical versions in which this normally handsome, untainted youth overlapped with his frequent companion, God S. In previous
work, I suggested that they represent abscesses, pustules, or buboes, sometimes encircled by red halos that suggest swelling (Chinchilla Mazariegos
2011:134, 2017:177). These are the kinds of skin lesions that blemished
Nanahuatl and other solar heroes in Mesoamerican myths. In this and other
respects, God S embodies the physical appearance and demeanor of the
mythical characters that were destined to become the sun.

The Name of God S

In an important contribution to Maya glyphic decipherment, Peter Mathews
and John Justeson unraveled the substitution set of ajaw allographs. They
demonstrated that ancient Maya scribes used the profile head of the spotted
headband god (in full figure or head variant) as a sign for both the day
name Ajaw and the royal title ajaw, “lord, ruler.” They also noted that
the sign sometimes appeared as a deity name coupled with the numeral
one, which they read as “One Ajaw” and did not fail to notice a probable
correspondence with the name Hunahpu in the Popol Vuh (Mathews and
Justeson 1984:208-209).
Juun Ajaw is a generally accepted reading for the hieroglyphic name of
5
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Figure 4. The Headband
Gods: (left) God CH holds a
plate containing the infant
God S; (right) God S carries
a bundle, while reclining on
an aquatic serpent; the name
of God S is written with the
Ajaw day name sign, prefixed
by the numeral one; detail
from Vase K1004 (drawing
by Oswaldo Chinchilla after
photograph by Justin Kerr).

God S (e.g., Stone and Zender 2011:45). An important
piece of evidence comes from Vase K1004 (Figure 4),
where a portrait of God S is tagged as JUUN AJAW,
spelled with the finger variant of the numeral one, combined with the Ajaw day sign. This is an odd example,
since God S portraits are more commonly tagged with a
different collocation, combining the numeral one with
a profile head glyph that portrays a young man with a
black spot on the cheek and a crosshatched cartouche
ringed with black circular tabs on the back of the head
(sometimes dubbed as “Chicchan” markings; e.g.,
Kelley 1976:67). This sign will be referred to as the “God

a

d

b

e

c

f

Figure 5. The God S logogram: (a) detail of Dresden Codex
page 2a; (b) detail of Vase K7281; (c) detail of Vase K1183; (d)
detail of Vase K1202; (e) detail of Vase K1222. (f) detail of Vase
K2026. Cases a–e are associated with portraits of God S; note
the absence of the headband in all examples (drawings by
Laura Alejandra Campos and Oswaldo Chinchilla).
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S logogram” in the following paragraphs.
The God S logogram has two variants: (a) without a
headband, and (b) with a headband. While the distinction is often disregarded, it should be noted that the
name tags associated with portraits of God S correspond
to the first variant, that is, they are consistently missing a headband (Figure 5). By contrast, the headband
is normally present when the God S logogram is employed as an allograph for the ajaw royal title or as an allograph of the Ajaw day name (Figure 6).7 Stuart (2015)
showed that royal headbands are widely employed in
Mesoamerican writing systems as logograms for “lord”
or “ruler.” He argued that this practice began as early
as Middle Preclassic Olmec art and discussed later examples from Zapotec, Maya, and Nahuatl writing. In
ancient Maya writing, Stuart noted, “the headband sign
by itself can be used alone to write the word AJAW, in
combination with other head signs to which it can be
attached” (Stuart 2015). While most commonly attached
to the God S logogram, the AJAW headband sign was
sometimes dissociated from it and “worn” by animals,
including vultures and raccoons, either as head variants
or full-body signs. Mathews and Justeson (1984) showed
7
There are occasional exceptions, in which the God S logogram, without a headband, substitutes for the AJAW logogram,
particularly in Primary Standard Sequences. Examples include
Vase K6813, and a vase in the collection of the San Diego Museum
of Man (Looper and Polyukovich 2016). Equally exceptional is the
use of the God S logogram without a headband for the day name
Ajaw, which nevertheless appears in early examples that include
a mural fragment from Las Pinturas Sub-1 at San Bartolo and an
Early Classic jade celt plaque, probably from Río Azul, illustrated in
Berjonneau et al. 1985:221 (Marc Zender, personal communication
2017).
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a

b

c

d

e

f

g

Figure 6. Examples of the ajaw royal title spelled using the God S logogram with a headband: (a) detail of plate
from Tikal Burial 195; (b) detail of Arroyo de Piedra Stela 1; (c) detail of Piedras Negras Panel 2; (d) detail of
Yaxchilan Hieroglyphic Stairway 3, Step 5; (e) detail of La Corona Element 56; (f) detail of Palenque Tablet of the 96
Glyphs; (g) detail of Cosmic Plate, K1609 (drawings by Laura Alejandra Campos).

that these headbanded animal variants substitute as AJAW allographs.
If the headband conveys the logographic reading AJAW, the question
arises, does the God S logogram without a headband convey the same
reading? There is no easy answer for this question, but it seems convenient
to distinguish the God S logogram, which does not feature a headband and
generally does not substitute freely with other AJAW logograms, from the
AJAW logogram, either as day name or royal title, which characteristically
wears a headband (see Figures 4 and 5). These observations call into question the commonly accepted reading of the God S name tags as Juun Ajaw.
While the reading is plausible, a full decipherment of the God S logogram
is still missing.8
Phonetic clues (syllabic substitutions or phonetic complements) are
uncommon in God S’s name tags. Zender (2004:4-5) assembled several
examples of a deity name that shows the God S logogram conflated with
the TE’ logogram (in its “Pax God” variant), prefixed by the numeral seven.
He argued that the TE’ sign functioned as a numerical classifier, and suggested a reading for this name as Huk Ajaw or Hukte’ Ajaw, “Seven Ajaw.”
One of Zender’s examples, from Vase K3296, has the phonetic complement
wa, suggesting a –w ending for the God S logogram. A –w ending is also
suggested by the wa suffix in God S’s name tag on vases K1222 and K2026,
the latter also with a TE’ postfix (Figure 5e–f).
There is an important case that offers a phonetically transparent reading for the name of God S. A portrait of the god on Vase K7727 is tagged
with a glyphic caption formed by the numeral one and the syllabic collocation pu-wa (Figure 7). Alfonso Lacadena and Søren Wichman (2004:145)
proposed the reading Juun Pu’w, which they translated as “one blowgun,”
based on examples from K’iche’, Tzutujil, Kaqchikel, and Chuj. Christophe
Helmke and Jesper Nielsen (2015:42) agreed and suggested that this term
might be the source of the K’iche’ name Hunahpu. However, the terms for
“blowgun” in those languages are pub’ or pujb’, while pu’w is not attested
with that meaning in any Mayan language.
Perhaps more likely, pu’w is cognate with terms that mean “pus” or
“pustules.” Colonial Yucatec dictionaries render the word as puuj or pujuw
(puuh, puhuu, or puhub in colonial orthography; Barrera Vásquez 1991:671;
Bolles 2012:1794; Ciudad Real 2001:502). Other cognates include colonial
and modern Tzotzil and Tzeltal pojow (pojov in Laughlin 1988:1:287),
Ch’olti’ pojow (spelled pohou in Morán 1935:52), and Ch’orti’ pohowi, po’w,
or po’ (Hull 2016:343; Wisdom n.d.). Terrence Kaufman, William Norman,
Parenthetically, the God S logogram (without a headband) seems to function as a
phonetic complement for the HUUN logogram in a variant of Glyph F on Copan Stela I,
substituting for the syllable hu. In parallel with examples involving other deity names,
described by Zender (2014), this probable syllabic reading is independent from its logographic value in God S’s name.
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a

b
Figure 7. Details from Vase K7727:
(a) portrait of God S; (b) drawing
of name tag that reads 1-pu-wa,
Juun Pu’w. Photo and drawing by
Oswaldo Chinchilla.
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and John Justeson reconstructed the proto-Ch’olan term
*pojow, and proto-Maya *pojw (Kaufman and Justeson
2003:1343; Kaufman and Norman 1984:129). If this interpretation is correct, the name tag of God S on vase K7727
raises the possibility that at least in certain contexts, the
Classic Maya God S was named Juun Pu’w, “One Pus”
or “One Pustule.”
The available evidence is insufficient to determine
whether the reading pu’w should be applied to the God
S logogram.9 Furthermore, the name tag of God S on
vase K1004 suggests that the designations Juun Pu’w
and Juun Ajaw coexisted in the Classic Maya Lowlands.
One possible explanation is that the frequent use of
the God S logogram with headband as a variant of the
Ajaw day name led scribes to assimilate the name of the
twentieth day with the name of God S, overlapping with
Juun Pu’w. A similar overlap is present in Eastern Maya
calendars of highland Guatemala, which applied the
name of the hero, Hunahpu, to designate the twentieth
day name.

The Name of Hunahpu

The solar identity of Hunahpu has been a subject of debate (Chinchilla Mazariegos 2017:168-170; Freidel et al.
1993:367-68; Milbrath 1999:96-100; Thompson 1960:218).
The Popol Vuh did not describe the physical appearance
of Hunahpu and Xbalanque, beyond the fact that they
were young. The K’iche’ text described how the heroes
crowned their ordeal by rising to the sky as the sun and
the moon but provided no clue about which one of them
became which luminary. This ambiguity stands in marked
contrast to the roughly contemporary K’iche’ version of
the Título de Totonicapán, which asserted, “they called
the sun Hunahpu, the moon was called Xbalanqueh by
them” (modified from Carmack and Mondloch 1983:174,
who transcribed the name as Xbalanquej). While terse,
this statement shows that Hunahpu was the solar hero in
some K’iche’ versions, regardless of whether the authors
of the Popol Vuh conceived of him as such.
It is worth exploring whether the name of Hunahpu
may relate to K’iche’ puj, “pus.” Colonial K’iche’ and
Kaqchikel dictionaries translate puh both in reference
to pus (Spanish podre, materia) and to the lesions that
produce pus, such as abscesses or pustules (Spanish
apostema) (Basseta 2005:473; Coto 1983:40, 337, 425;
Dürr and Sachse 2017:267; Varea n.d.:264). Cognates
in other Eastern Maya languages include modern
Poqom puj and poj, and Q’eqchi’ pojw (Kaufman and
Justeson 2003:1343-1344). Colonial texts consistently
spell Hunahpu without a final h or j, but the final
consonant may have been elided. In parallel, the name
of Hunahpu’s companion is spelled Xbalanque in
Ximénez’s manuscript, and Xbalanqueh in the Título
de Totonicapán (Carmack and Mondloch 1983:68). The
final part of Xbalanque’s name is often interpreted as
8

derived from kej, “deer” (queh in colonial orthography), although it may also derive from q’ij, “sun,” or
its Q’eqchi’ cognate, q’e (Christenson 2003:95; Tedlock
1996:239; Van Akkeren 2012:126).
The dictionaries do not list an agentive ajpuj, referring to someone who has pus, or someone who has pustules, which is nevertheless plausible. For comparison,
Basseta (2005:415) glossed hoxoε as sarna, “scabies,” and
ah hoxoε as el leproso o sarnoso, “the leper or one who has
scabies.”
A significant setback for this interpretation of the
name is the spelling of puh, “pus,” which was consistently written with a final h in the Popol Vuh. The text
contains several references to pus, in connection with the
geography of Xib’alb’a and the character of its denizens.
To reach that dreadful place, the heroes had to cross
rivers of blood and pus (Puj Ya’, or puhia in Ximénez’s
manuscript). One of the lords of Xib’alb’a was Ajal Puj
(ahal puh in Ximénez’s manuscript), commonly translated as “Pus Demon,” who induced pus in the skin
and the legs of people.10 Pus was clearly regarded as a
hideous substance associated with sickness and death.
But those were also the connotations of the name of
Nanahuatl, who nevertheless became the sun in Nahua
myths.
The divergent orthographies indicate that the
authors of the Popol Vuh did not associate the name
of Hunahpu with pus or pustules. Instead, I suggest
that the name was borrowed from an earlier Lowland
Maya form, related to hieroglyphic pu’w, “pus.” While
unattested, a plausible agentive derivation is ajpu’w,
referring to someone who has pus or pustules. The
name of Hunahpu may derive from older forms of the
name, including Juun Pu’w—the name of God S on vase
K7727—and a hypothetic Juun Ajpu’w, with the meanings “One Pus” or “One Pustulous.” In a similar way,
Hupu and Hunahpu were interchangeable in colonial
9
The collocation JUN-pu-wa reappears on bowl K793, in a
caption associated with two young men, neither of which has the
characteristic spots or other attributes of God S. Instead, one of
them has a jaguar pelt patch around the mouth, suggesting that he
impersonates God CH. Gods S and CH were frequently paired in
Classic Maya art, and it is indeed possible that this caption alluded
to God S, even if he was not portrayed on the bowl, as suggested by
Van Akkeren (2012:124).
10
Modern translators generally follow Campbell’s (1983) interpretation of ajal as a loan from Ch’ol, based on a gloss in Aulie
and Aulie’s dictionary (1978:27). The Ch’ol term refers to a “bad
spirit,” “the spirit of the devil,” who may appear as a woman who
attracts men to sin with her, bringing about their death. However,
glosses from colonial dictionaries suggest that the term was widespread in K’ichean languages. The Vocabulario Copioso (Anonymous
n.d.b, page 8) contains “Ahal puh, ahal toɛob, ahalxic, ahal ɛanyu,
nombres de demonios.” These terms are likely related to colonial
Pokom ah ahalik, “encantador, hechicero,” and ahalical, “encante de
encantador, hechizo” (Feldman 2000).

Pus, Pustules, and Ancient Maya Gods

Pokom for the “name of an idol” (Feldman 2000:146).
The interpretation of the hero’s name as a loan word
may explain the absence of glosses referring to pus in
colonial K’iche’an dictionary entries for Hunahpu.
Interestingly, colonial K’iche’ and Kaqchikel dictionaries translate the word ahau as “buboes” or “one who
has buboes.” The same meaning is attached to q’alel, a
title of high rank in highland Guatemalan political hierarchies (Coto 1983:81, 440; Varea n.d., p. 9; Vico n.d., f.
4r). Coto (1983:74) explained that those who had buboes
remained seated doing nothing, as if they were lords.
While this explanation is credible, other sicknesses that
caused people to remain idle were not called by the same
name. Rather, I suggest that there was a more specific
connection between buboes and lordship. The rationale
may derive from the analogy of the day names Hunahpu
and Ajaw. We can presume that ancient K’iche’ and
Kaqchikel day keepers were aware of this calendrical
correspondence, and that it may have led them to link
the royal title with infirmity, and particularly buboes.
However, this does not explain why the colonial K’iche’
and Kaqchikel dictionaries consistently associated the
ailment with entries for Ahau, and not with entries for
Hunahpu, which invariably refer to the twentieth day
name.

Final Comments

In this paper, I questioned Ximénez’s interpretation of
Hunahpu’s name, while acknowledging the reasons that
led him to relate it to the blowgun and blowgun hunting.
I offered an interpretation of the hieroglyphic name tag
of God S on the Classic Maya vase K7727 as Jun Pu’w,
“One Pus.” Following the insights of previous authors
(Helmke and Nielsen 2015; Van Akkeren 2012:123-124),
I agree that this name tag provides a clue about the
origin of the name of the sixteenth-century K’iche’ hero.
I suggest that the name of Hunahpu was likely derived
from it or from a hypothetical form, Juun Ajpu’w, which
is not attested in the extant corpus of Maya inscriptions.
In support of my interpretation, I discussed the solar
connotations of God S and Hunahpu, while noting the
opacity that the authors of the Popol Vuh incorporated in
their version of the origin of the sun and the moon.
The problem is compounded by the fact that the
name Hunahpu was shared by the father and uncle of
the Hero Twins, whose fate was to remain in the land
of the dead. Indeed, their plight parallels mythical
explanations about the origin of death compiled across
Mesoamerica (Chinchilla Mazariegos 2017:226-230;
López Austin 1992). The probability is that father and
son overlapped in ancient and modern thought. Rather
than the young hero’s solar ascent, his and his father’s
journey to the realm of death were evoked by the meaning attached to the day name Hunahpu in a 1722 K’iche’
calendar: “Hunahpu, who they say descended to hell”

(Spanish: “Hunahpu, que dicen que bajó al infierno”; Weeks
et al. 2009:76). The modern K’iche’ associate the day
Hunahpu with the dead (Schultze-Jena 1954:71; Tedlock
1996:286). From these references it appears that by the
early eighteenth century, if not earlier, the solar connotations that are apparent in the Popol Vuh were blurred,
while the mortuary connotations of the name Hunahpu
were highlighted.11
My reading of God S’s name caption on vase K7727
as Juun Pu’w, “One Pus” is consistent with the iconography of the pustule-ridden God S in ancient Maya art
and with the solar destiny of Hunahpu in the Popol Vuh.
These readings also echo the name and the affliction of
the Nahua solar hero. More broadly, they echo the infirmities that characterized Mesoamerican solar heroes,
and particularly their skin ailments. Rather than definitive solutions, these readings are intended to stimulate
further discussion about the Maya solar heroes and
the heroes of the Popol Vuh, their names, their deeds,
and their mythical counterparts in the Maya area and
elsewhere.
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A Short Note on Winte’ Nah as “House of Darts”
PÉTER BÍRÓ
The process of Maya decipherment is sometimes like a long and winding road with no clear end in sight, and at other times more like a
labyrinth of blind alleys with no exit. All too often, after the impasses
the epigrapher puts a tick for “no result” and begins anew the arduous journey to find some key to unravel the full meaning of a glyph
or expression. Sometimes the solution comes from the discovery of a
new monument or the pure chance of finding an entry in a previously
unconsulted dictionary. In this paper I will suggest a new meaning for
the winte’ expression, but first I will give a short history of the morea
b
than-three-decades quest for the decipherment of the T600 “founder”
Figure 1. T600 (drawings by Péter Bíró, after
glyph (Figure 1).
Eric Thompson 1962:224)
In 1986, Linda Schele and David Stuart identified an expression
which they dubbed the “cross-batons” title and which they believed
referred to the founders of dynasties (Schele 1986; Schele and Stuart
1986). Later, in 1992, Schele tried anew to find a productive solution
leading to a phonetic reading. Incorporating suggestions from Nikolai
Grube and David Stuart, she proposed the reading of ch’ok te’ na wi’
or “sprout-tree-house-root” (Schele 1992:142). Some years later, Stuart
(2000:492-493, 509 n. 17) published a seminal paper about the “arrival
of strangers” in which he confirmed that the expression would be the
a
b
name of a “house” or building. Based on Early Classic occurrences in
Figure 2. (a) wi-T600-TE’-NAH; (b) wiTikal, Tres Islas, and Río Azul, he proposed the reading order of wi-teTE’-NAH
(drawings by Péter Bíró, after
nah (Figure 2) and tentatively suggested that it might be an important
Alexandre Tokovinine in Estrada-Belli and
ancestral shrine found at many sites.
Tokovinine 2016:156, Fig. 7).
Nikolai Grube and Simon Martin (2000) added further insight
when they noted that the starting point of the entrada of Sihyaj K’ahk’
into the Maya lowlands was called Wi Te’ Nah, identified with one of
the many buildings in Teotihuacan. Stuart (2004:235-238) offered the
reading “Tree-root House,” but he also mentioned the Ch’orti’ wih
root as “source, origin, navel, umbilical cord, root” (in Wisdom n.d.),
on the basis of which he suggested that the true import of the expression might be “Origin House.” Although Stuart (2004:236) could not
Figure 3. T600-na TE’-NAH-AJAW
explain the “crossed-bundles” element (T600), he suggested a possible
(drawing
by Péter Bíró, after Alexandre
connection to ritual fire. Iconography aside, Albert Davletshin (2014)
Tokovinine in Estrada-Belli and Tokovinine
suggested that T600 was a Maya glyph created by Maya scribes because
2016:156, Fig. 7).
it never occurred in the iconography of Teotihuacan but still referred to
the metropolis. Søren Wichmann suggested to Davletshin the reconstructed *wilte’ “tapanco” noun in several Mayan
languages, the etymology of which is comprised of *wil “to tie” and *tye7 “tree” in Proto-Mayan; thus, combined,
Wilte’ Nah would be “Loft House” (Davletshin 2014:17).
In a key recent contribution, Francisco Estrada-Belli and Alexandre Tokovinine (2016) published an Early Classic
text from Holmul (from c. ad 593). As they noted, this new context at last provides the proper phonetic reading of
the collocation as T600-na NAH-TE’-AJAW (Figure 3), which can be fully read as winte’ nah ajaw (Estrada-Belli and
Tokovinine 2016:160-161). Thus, thirty years after Linda’s pioneering discussions of the “cross-bundles” glyph, T600
can finally be read as WIN (or WIIN if one accepts the disharmonic principle). Nevertheless, the authors mention
that the translation is very uncertain. They have linked it to entries such as Tzotzil win “to appear, to be seen”
(Laughlin 1975:370) or Yucatec winba “image, statue” (Barrera Vásquez 1980:923). Potentially, the same term appears
in wi-ni-BAH at Palenque and in 3/4-wi-ni-ti-ki, ux/chan wintik, at Copan in the toponym of the city, where –tik is
a plural suffix for humans or gods. The authors have correspondingly explored winte’ as a bonfire on a pyramid, or
a scaffold, or “wood that appears in the distance” (Estrada-Belli and Tokovinine 2016:161).
Building on these exciting discoveries, and incorporating one of the chance dictionary finds alluded to above,
I would like to suggest a new interpretation of winte’. Recently, Nicholas A. Hopkins, J. Kathryn Josserand, and
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winte’

n, bow and arrow; arco y flecha. Obsolete. A&A /jaläjp/ ‘arco (arma, puente)’
winte’, n. arrow; flecha. Stoll 1938:55 <uintié>
winte’, n phr. bow (weapon); arco. Becerra 1935:253 <güintié>
winte’, n. arrow; flecha. Becerra 1935:261 <Tielap, güin-tié>
Table 1. The winte’ entry from Hopkins et al. (2011:267).

Ausencio Cruz Guzmán (2011) published a historical
dictionary of Chol, compiling several early vocabularies containing obsolete words and expressions that no
longer appear in the spoken language, nor in other
dictionaries. Here we can find some obsolete words and
expressions that otherwise do not appear in modern
dictionaries. On page 267 there is a curious entry for
winte’ associating the lexeme with the bow and arrow
(Table 1).
The weapon and hunting tool of the bow and arrow
was adopted by Mesoamerican people rather late in the
Postclassic Period; therefore, it is clear that if the word
had occurred in the Classic Period it would have had
another meaning. One possibility to consider is that it
would instead have referred to an atlatl and darts
Added to T600 in the Late Classic Period is the
“human face” element, which substitutes with the
“goggles” in Copan in certain contexts (Figure 4a and
b). These symbols (the face and the darts) pretty well
describe the warriors of Teotihuacan and their Maya
counterparts such as Yax K’uk’ Mo’ in Copan. Perhaps
the best example is the marching warriors in the La
Sufricaya mural (Wagner 2004).
Another
inscription
from the Late Classic
period, the famous “bonecodex” buried in Tomb
116 of Tikal (see Callaway
and Bíró 2015), narrates
the starting point of Sihyaj
K’ahk’ to the Maya lowlands. One of the bones
mentions that Yax Nun
a
Ahin of Tikal “descends”
from Winte’ Nah (see
Grube and Martin 2000:28)
after he was crowned by
Sihyaj K’ahk’ (according to
the text on Tikal Stela 31).
If this is correct, Winte’
Nah might be a house or a
building in Teotihuacan in
some way associated with
the army or functioning as
b
a “warrior house.” At presFigure 4. (a) T600-NAH; (b)
ent we do not know the
T600-NAH (drawings by
exact original meaning of
Péter Bíró, after Linda Schele winte’ because the bow and
in Schele 1992:142, Fig. 8).
arrow would be adopted

later in Mesoamerica. Nevertheless, we can extract the
concept behind the Chol word to make a connection to
war and its weapons. Winte’ Nah was a quintessential
place to which the subject lords travelled to receive the
symbols of rulership, just as later in the Postclassic the
kings marched to Tollan (at present we have examples
from the Classic at Tikal, Copan, and Piedras Negras).
Metaphorically then, we might see Winte’ Nah as “House
of War” or “House of Weapons” or simply “House of
Darts.”
Ultimately Winte’ Nah as “House of War/House
of Darts” joins the list of toponyms and buildings at
Teotihuacan: Puj “At the Place in the Vicinity of Rushes”
(Stuart 2000), Ho’ Tinam Witz “Five Cotton [i.e., Snowy]
Mountains” (Stuart and Houston 2018), and so on (see
Helmke and Nielsen 2014 for a summary article about
place names in Teotihuacan). It is very intriguing that
Claudia García Des Lauriers (2008) recently identified
a “House of Darts” in the iconography of Teotihuacan.
She has associated it with the Postclassic Tlacochcalco
(in Classic Nahuatl) which appeared not just among
the Aztecs but also in many other sites in the Mexican
Highlands. According to her this house is strongly
connected to the group of tasseled-headdress merchantwarriors who are mentioned frequently in the art of
Teotihuacan and other Mesoamerican sites (Paulinyi
2001).
It is interesting that in Classic Maya iconography,
as Karl Taube (2004:268-273) has pointed out, the “face”
would be the goggle eyes of the Teotihuacan Storm God.
In one instance at Tohcok, Campeche, the iconography
depicts a schematic human face in the crux of the wood
bundles in a burning censer. Furthermore, he has noted
the tlacochcalli or tlacochcalco (house of darts) is associated with funerary ceremonies among the Aztecs (Taube
2004:271). According to Durán (1867:102) tlacochtli was
“vara o lanza arrojadiza, dardo, azagaya” or in English
“throwing darts.” Also according to Durán (1867:155,
295, 306, 408) tlacochcalli or tlacochcalco was a temple
in which the mortuary bundle was burned by priests.
In addition to being a funerary temple, the House of
Darts also functioned as an arsenal, or a storehouse of
weapons (Des Lauriers 2008:36). It is crucial that the
first ritual of the would-be emperor (huei tlahtoani) took
place at tlacochcalco quauhquiauac or “House of Darts at
the Eagle Gate,” a place of transformation (Des Lauriers
2008:36-37).
Other inscriptions indicate that Yax Nun Ahin I
(of Tikal), Yax K’uk’ Mo’ (of Copan), and Yat Ahk I (of
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Piedras Negras) all traveled to the Winte’ Nah, where
they received respectively “the 28 provinces,” “the
image of K’awil,” or “the helmet of ko’haw” under the
watchful eyes of an overlord at Teotihuacan. Although
almost a thousand years elapsed between the Early
Classic Maya and the Late Postclassic Aztecs, the
above evidence strongly indicates that Winte’ Nah and
Tlacochcalli/Tlacochcalco are but the same structure
with similar functions. As a final word, Winte’ Nah,
“The House of Darts,” has confirmed anew the complex
and intertwining connection between the Classic Maya
and the later Postclassic Central Highland civilization
and their rich mutual inheritance from Teotihuacan.
Strikingly, it was but a single Chol dictionary gloss for
winte’ which provided the catalyst for this reanalysis
of the iconographic and linguistic evidence, ultimately
making possible a new interpretation of Winte’ Nah as
“House of Darts.”
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